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RE: Appeal Decision, APP/Y9507/W/15/3002162: The Shooting Lodge, BN7 3EU  

Comments & Concerns for the attention of:  

Mr S Quartermain, Chief Executive of the Planning Inspectorate 

Dear Sir, 

I have now had chance to read through the appeal decision made by your inspector and this has left 
me with feelings of great concern. Please would you consider these in detail? 

These comments are my personal comments and not those of any organisation which I am a member 

of.  I look forward to your reply and hearing actions that you may take. 

 

As you may know, the appeal was allowed on the terms which the applicant had applied for: the use 
of the building hereby permitted shall not be open in connection with game shooting outside of the 

following times: 07:00 to 17:00 on Monday to Saturday between the 1st September in any one year 
and the 2nd of February in the following year. 

I am surprised that the inspector agreed on the exact same wording as the applicant since many 

people were concerned in the local area about shooting operating as early as 7 o’clock in the morning 
and as late as 5pm in the dark winter days of December and January. I’m also surprised that he took 

no account of the written submissions made by members of public, including my own, which stated 

that if permission were to be granted then it should be limited to shorter hours and exclude bank 
holidays including Christmas Day and Boxing Day. Obviously the inspector decided to ignore this plea, 

overriding the local people’s wishes.  

Back on 28th January 2015 the planning committee met and reviewed a recommendation by the 
officers that permission be granted for the application. Obviously this recommendation weighed 

heavily with this particular inspector and probably was a major contribution to his decision to find in 
favour of the applicant. A number of us spoke from the public gallery against the application including 

the then local district council member Melanie Cutress. The committee unanimously voted against the 

officers’ decision so the application was refused1. This had the effect of maintaining the limitation of 
two days per week of usage. The minutes of that committee recorded the wording of the reason for 

the refusal as being:  

c) The proposed intensification of use of The Lodge  would have an unacceptable impact on 
the SDNP landscape, due to factors including increased activity, traffic generation and light, 

contrary to statutory purposes of the SDNP; that insufficient information has been submitted 
about the proposal, particularly to demonstrate that the proposal would not adversely affect 

the adjacent SSSI; and that the proposal is therefore contrary to the provisions of Policy 

within the Lewes District Local Plan, South Downs National Park  Partnership Management 
Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework.  . 

 

However the inspector reports that the reason given for the refusal was as follows:  

To limit the effect of the use on the character of this part of the Area of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty, having regard to Policy CT2 of the Lewes District Local Plan. 

                                                           
1 Because the applicant already appealed the non-determination because the application was theoretically 

‘out of time’ this refusal was purely a formality in order to transfer information to the planning Inspectorate as 
to what the committee would have decided if the applicant hadn’t appealed. 
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I don’t know how this difference arose so that we went from talking about the National Park  to 

reverting to talking about the 2003 Lewes District Plan but clearly this gave an edge to the barrister 
for the appellant. I'm puzzled why there was reference to policy CT2 which was not referred to in the 

committee decision.  

I believe the inspector should have concentrated on reviewing the committee’s decision.   

Sadly the Lewes District Council did not raise this difference in the hearing and went on to agree with 
the barrister for the appellant in that:  

“It was agreed between the parties that Policy CT2 of the Lewes District Local Plan 2003 
(LDLP) referred to in the reason for the condition has not been saved, but that Policies CT1 
(planning boundary and key countryside policy) and ST3 (design form and setting of 
development) of the LDLP were relevant development plan policies.”  

The barrister was quite right in requesting the withdrawal of policy CT22 in this case but I believe it 
shouldn’t have been referred to in the first place since the District Council committee decision did not 

refer to CT2.   

 

My further and detailed comments are: 

Item 4: Also, (and as far as I know without referring the matter to the public at the hearing) at the 
beginning of the appeal decision (item 4) the inspector quickly dismisses the Lewes District LDLP 

policy E9 saying that effectively policies within E9 are covered by the NPPF.  

The inspector seems not to have read the following within E9 Item (ii) which states: “the conversion 
does not lead to dispersal of activity on such a scale as to prejudice town or village vitality and 
viability,”  

Whilst the inspector refers to the NPPF para 115 which says that ‘great weight’ should be given to 
conserving landscape and scenic beauty in National Parks and also refers to para 118 which includes 

adverse effects on SSSIs, he goes on to ignore these important NPPF paragraphs in allowing the 
appeal. Strange logic? 

Item 7: In item 7 of the appeal decision the inspectors says that he himself has consulted Natural 

England because the council had not formally done so. I believe that if Natural England had been 
consulted back in 2014 they may have had time to give a more considered view of the situation. 

Sadly, in this decision Natural England’s reply to the inspector seems to be rather weak and 

accordingly it carries no weight with the inspector.  

Item 8 & 9: In summarising the background main issues in items 8 and 9 the inspector reflects on 

the main issue and specifically refers to the effect of increased traffic and light generation as well as 

the effect on the SSSI designated areas. Despite many members of the public present referring to the 
associated shooting activity in the surrounding area, his summary excludes ALL reference to the 

effect on the surrounding countryside as a ‘main issue.’ This is despite the Planning Inspectorate’s 
reference to the effect on the surrounding area in their letter of the 16th June 2015: 

                                                           
2 Change in AONB policy 

The Sussex Downs Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty designation was revoked when the designation of the 
South Downs National Park took effect on 31st March 2010.  Consequently, Local Plan Policies CT2 and E16 are 
no longer applicable and Policies ST25 and ST29 now only apply in relation to development within Conservation 
Areas. 
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The appeal site is in a sensitive location, within a National Park  and adjacent to a SSSI and, 
on the basis of the evidence presented, it is not possible to make a reasoned judgement as to 
the extent of the impact of the proposal, if any, upon the area.  This is largely because 
significant areas of disagreement remain regarding the relationship between the use of the 
appeal building and the shooting activity on the surrounding land; and the frequency with 
which shooting is presently permitted to take place over any given area of land.  Whilst the 
proposal does not relate to the act of shooting itself, it is intended that increased use should 
be made of the building to serve shooters and so the two matters are clearly linked.  

The Council’s concerns relate to an anticipated intensification of the shooting use arising from 
the proposal and, while the appellant gives plausible reasons why this should not occur, no 
specific evidence is presented in support of this position.  As such, the Inspector would wish 
to receive further information/ask questions in respect of such matters as the precise nature 
of business and how it is growing; the extent of shooting which presently takes place over 
what land; who/how many people the lodge currently caters for and how this is expected to 
change; present and anticipated visitor numbers whether using the lodge or otherwise; how 
access and use of the car park is controlled if users do not need to be visiting the lodge etc.  
The list is not exhaustive.  

 

At the actual hearing I referred to this letter and these paragraphs saying this is what the Inspector 
had said in the lead up to this hearing. Mr Parker, the inspector at the hearing, replied (if my memory 

serves me correctly): “I am the Inspector and I will decide what is considered at this hearing” - 
effectively summarily dismissing the reference back to this Planning Inspectorate letter.  As a 

consequence it was very difficult to raise the issues which the Planning Inspectorate (obviously not 
Mr Parker) wanted to investigate.  

  

The Inspector also totally avoids reference to members of the public exercising their rights to use the 

adjacent footpaths and South Downs Way which criss-cross the area as a main issue although he 
does go on to make reference to footpaths later in his document. However an even more serious 

omission is that he makes no reference whatsoever in his appeal decision to the many areas of open 

access land3 which are close to the lodge. Indeed I showed him the OS map at the site visit 
identifying these areas; one of which abuts the lodge itself!  

 

Item 10: Under item 10, the Inspector: 

a) Seems to accept without evidence that the building and site area has been used for other 

purposes, including educational use by local schools. Surely this is not an acceptable practice 

for an Inspector simply to accept a statement by the appellant as being fact? 

b) However he uses the word ‘ostensibly’ when referring to the main activity i.e – the building 

acts as ‘base’ for participants to meet prior to commencing the day’s sport, and retire to at 

lunch and dinner times.  Why would he say this when that is the very purpose of the lodge!  

c) Accepts that, from the lodge “The shooters are transported by a carriage to various ‘drives’ 

where birds (primarily pheasants and partridges, bred for such purposes) are driven by 

beaters towards participants to shoot”.  However, he makes no reference whatsoever to the 

effect upon the National Park of this transportation (by vehicles) or on the effect of the 

                                                           
3
 The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 (CROW Act) normally gives a public right of access to land 

mapped as ‘open country’ (mountain, moor, heath and down) or registered common land. These areas are 
known as ‘open access land’. 
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vehicular movement on the SSSI and other lawful users of the park (generally on foot on the 

rights of way and open access land). It seems very odd that such reference is avoided.  

d) Says that the ‘shooting drives’ predominately take place on “the other side of the ridge, 

beyond the South Downs Way public footpath and outside of the Kingston Escarpment SSSI”.  

It is strange that he does not mention the close proximity to the South Downs Way and that 

the ‘drives’ criss-cross the open access lands. Again, we have evidence of the Inspector 

simply taking the word of the appellant as being fact.  

 

Item 15: In item 15 the Inspector reminds us that the original permission did not seek the use of 

land for shooting activities. In response to this approach by the Inspector one has to ask the question 

– why have a game shooting lodge planning application if you are not going to go and shoot game? 

This approach by the Inspector seems to make a mockery of the whole planning system. It also goes 

against the grain of the Planning Inspectorate’s letter of 16th June 2015. 

The Inspector then also reminds us about the use of land for not more than 28 days a year. What he 

has avoided saying is that many of us were trying to point out at the planning hearing that by giving 

permission for a threefold increase in the number of days of use for the building it would mean that a 

series of ill-defined organisations, which are difficult to track in terms of enforcement law, could base 

themselves at the lodge and carry on shooting six days a week shielded by the general development 

order permitting use of land for 28 days a year.  

The Inspector also avoids the requests by the members of the public to tie the planning permission to 

specific areas of land surrounding the lodge. The Inspector’s decision therefore leaves the local 

planning authority in extreme difficulty as to how they should monitor any infringements of the 28-

day rule over thousands of acres of the South Downs.  

 

Item 16: In item 16 the inspector refers to the South Downs National Park  Partnership Management 

Plan 2014-2019 (PMP) document where it states that “large areas of the National Park  are managed 

intensively for game” etc.  

This point was actually raised by the barrister for the appellant at the hearing. What the Inspector 

omits to say is that the PMP is not a formal planning document and was not produced by the National 

Park  through the normal public consultation process. Neither does the Inspector go on to say that 

the National Park is developing its formal Local Plan document. At the hearing I actually raised this 

point after the barrister had referred to the PMP saying that the PMP was not a formal planning 

document but being produced by a number of ‘partners’ and not just the National Park .  I asked the 

Inspector to look into the principles by which the National Park is developing its local plan. I then 

referred to the fact that in a few days’ time, after 25th August, the next stage of the SDNPA Local Plan 

would be published.  

I also referred to the Lewes District Council’s new Local Plan – The Joint Core Strategy, 

which I mentioned was at an advanced stage of preparation with the Inspector’s main hearing having 

been held in January 2015.  

In the hearing on 25th August about the game lodge the Inspector makes no reference to either the 

SDNPA or the LDC documents. Surely, this is a serious omission.  
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The SDNPA local plan had been through its first stage in 2014 and if the Inspector had read the 

relevant section of the core strategy he would have been informed by the:  

East Sussex County Landscape Assessment and the Lewes District Landscape Capacity Study; 

wherein it states: 

“iii. Seeking the conservation, enhancement and net gain in local biodiversity resources 

including through maintaining and improving wildlife corridors, ecological networks and 

avoiding habitat fragmentation in both rural and urban areas; 

iv. Working with neighbouring local authorities to contribute to the delivery of biodiversity 

improvements within the South Downs Way Ahead Nature Improvement Area and the 

Brighton and Lewes Downs Biosphere Project, as well as other projects and 

partnerships that are established during the plan period. 

At the hearing I also mentioned the fact that the Brighton and Lewes Downs Biosphere Project 

(UNESCO Biosphere Region). Had been created since the original application and should have a 

bearing on this application since it was well within its boundary.  

Again the Inspector’s report contains no reference to the UNESCO designation.  

Item 18: In item 18 the Inspector does admit that concerns have been raised about the use of 

firearms and the general management of shoots.  However he chooses to demote all activities to one 

common group including game shooters saying: 

“the SDNP is used by a variety of different users including, horse riders, walkers (including 

dog walkers), cyclists and runners for example.” 

As if game shooting and those referred to can coexist harmoniously! The Inspector omits to recognise 

that the use of shotguns and the intensive noise (which was raised at the hearing) do not sit easily 

together with the other activities. He does not recognise that the use of shotguns in proximity to 

public rights of way (again, he omits to mention the open access lands) are completely different from 

the non-dangerous activities of walking and cycling etc.  The Inspector also refers back to the PMP 

again whilst not mentioning that it is not a formal planning document. 

Despite concerns expressed by the public the inspector sides with the appellant saying that the 

“appellant wants to run an organised shoot; where parameters are set to control the level of activity 

and that it is run in a safe and considerate manner”.   However, he makes no reference to how this 

activity should be run in a safe and considerate manner. I believe in a written submission prior to this 

hearing reference was made to the Code of Good Shooting Practice (see http://www.countryside-

alliance.org/ca/file/COGSP_2012.pdf  ) however the Inspector makes no reference to it.  

Item 19: In item 19 surprisingly the inspector states “it is the variety of activities which adds to the 

richness of the SDNP and its ability to be used by all members of society for rest and relaxation”. This 

seems to be an overt statement in support of game shooting amongst other activities that occur on 

the South Downs. Surely this is unacceptable for an Inspector to make this statement. If he is, as he 

has said elsewhere, sticking to the use of the lodge and nothing else there is no need for him to 

make this reference. 

Also, he gives his opinion that shooting is an aspect of “rest and relaxation”. I can hardly imagine that 

gunfire close to a public footpath on the South Downs Way can be considered ‘restful and relaxing’ if 

you are walking along the Downs. Surely, this is unacceptable for an Inspector appointed by the 

Secretary of State to make such a statement defining what is rest and relaxation.   

http://www.countryside-alliance.org/ca/file/COGSP_2012.pdf
http://www.countryside-alliance.org/ca/file/COGSP_2012.pdf
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It is also concerning that he dismisses, out of hand, the concerns expressed by members of the public 

and the owners of the local vineyard about the damage to their crops caused by the release of game 

birds. He says this can only be afforded “minimal consideration”. Well, the consideration he gives the 

matter is to ignore the issue. It would have been better for him not to have used the words ‘minimal 

consideration’ since he actually gives the vineyard problems no consideration. 

Also, he gives a cursory reference to the threat to human health of ticks that are ‘hosted’ by 

pheasants. He makes no reference to the disease which humans can be infected with, – i.e. Lyme 

disease. Again, he says this can only be afforded “minimal consideration.” This is an insult to those 

who have contracted the disease locally. It would have been better for him to act in a more 

professional manner stating legal reasons why he cannot bring this into consideration.  

Item 20: In item 20 he uses an unfortunate phrase stating  

“Whilst there is some link between the use of the lodge and the use of nearby land for 

shooting, ….”   

The shooting lodge would not exist if there was not a direct link. I think the Inspector has brought 

the Inspectorate into disrepute by using such phrases. It would have been better for him to have said 

that there was a direct link but that this application was about simply the number of days of use of 

the building and then go on to specify the purposes of that building such as entertaining, acting as a 

meeting place etc. 

Sadly he then goes on to say that the threefold increase in the use of the lodge will have no 

detrimental effect saying: 

“Accordingly, the proposed variation in the original condition sought would accord with 

Policies CT1 and ST3 of the LDLP, which, amongst other aims, seek to contain development 

within the planning boundaries, unless it relates to specific criteria, which include tourism 

proposals, the re-use and adaptation of rural buildings, and certain forms of sports, 

recreational and leisure developments”.  

He quotes CT1 seemingly using it as a reference to include certain forms of ‘sports and recreation.’ 

The only reference via CT1 that refers to game shooting is contained in the sub reference RE4 which 

says: 

“Traditional activities, such as horse riding, walking, picnicking, fishing and game shooting….  “  

When the 2003 planning document was produced we did not have industrialised game breeding and 

game shooting activities. They were indeed ‘traditional’ at the time. I believe it inappropriate to use 

CT1 as a justification for supporting an activity which did not exist on the South Downs at the time 

the original plan was produced.  

In fact if the Inspector had read on to RE5 (also referred to in CT1) he would have found this 

statement: 

“Planning permission will not be granted for development which adversely affects public rights of way 

and their users.” 

It seems that the Inspector has selectively chosen paragraphs which support the appeal being 

allowed. Indeed he refers to ‘tourism’ as part of the justification. It is a pity he didn’t refer to the 

definition of tourism in the NPPF in coming to his judgement. Para 28 of the NPPF refers to planning 

permission being given for sustainable tourism. Nowhere in the Inspector’s document does he 
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examine the issues of sustainable tourism and whether or not the game Lodge and its activities can 

be thus defined. 

 

Item 21: In item 21 the Inspector admits that the PMP does not form part of the development plan 

policies but goes on to say the document is a “material consideration.”  Bearing in mind he does not 

refer to the: 

a) Emerging Lewes Core Strategies document (which is nearing its final stages of development)  

b) National Park  Local Plan first stage consultations had opened in 2014  

c) UNESCO Biosphere Region  

d) East Sussex County Landscape Assessment and the Lewes District Landscape Capacity Study 

It seems strange that the PMP (non-planning document) should be selected by a planning Inspector 

to support the case for allowing the appeal!  

 

Item 22: In item 22 the Inspector’s penultimate paragraph concludes with a selective justification for 

allowing the development 

He refers to the Framework (NPPF) by using the words: 

“amongst other aims, seek to ensure that great weight is given to conserving landscape and 

scenic beauty in the National Parks”. 

There are only two main purposes of the National Park  – they are not part of a collection of aims!  

These 2 main purposes are fully supported by the NPPF. They are not “amongst other aims.” The two 

main purposes of the National Park  should not reduced by an Inspector to being collected together 

by the statement “amongst other aims”. 

Sadly the inspector doesn’t go on to say what the Environment Act of 1995 says: 

1. Conserve and enhance the natural beauty, wildlife and cultural heritage 

2. Promote opportunities for the understanding and enjoyment of the special qualities of 

National Parks by the public 

When National Parks carry out these purposes they also have the duty to: 

 Seek to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities within the National Parks 

 

The Inspector doesn’t seem to balance the effect of encouraging the game shooting economic activity 

in this appeal with the detrimental effect on the economic situation to the nearby vineyard. It would 

have been better for the Inspector not to have referred to this aspect at all if it was his preference to 

allow the appeal. 

The Inspector goes on to use the phrase “sustainable rural tourism and leisure activities”. However, 

he has omitted to define what he considers to be ‘sustainable’ within the activities of game shooting 

based at the lodge.  
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There is no ‘sustainability’ involved in the transportation by petrol or diesel vehicles to the lodge or by 

the transportation of the participants around the South Downs by petrol- and diesel-powered 

vehicles.  

I have never heard or seen a person participating in the game shooting activity arrive by foot or by 

bicycle! Indeed, part of the debate of this hearing was about where the vehicles can park at the site 

in question.  

By the selective use of words in the appeal decision the inspector has omitted reference to the third 

para relating to the purposes of the National Parks. This states: 

 Seek to foster the economic and social well-being of local communities within the National Parks 

 

By giving permission for this economic activity, other businesses in the rural area suffer and the 
Inspector has given no regard to the well-being of the local communities in the National Park  as one 

can see by the various people who opposed the development from the local villages. 

 

end 


